
 

Slo-Mo Glaciers.  

Criteria  

 

Our Glacier. 

We are doing the Anderson Glacier. 



 

Information about the Glacier! 

The Anderson Glacier it starts on a high side of the mountain up about 6,200 ft and flows down (length) 

is about 5,240 ft. It is located in a cirque south of Mt. Anderson in the Olympic mountains and Olympic 

national park. Between 1927-2009 it has lost about 90% of its surface area over time. The lack of melting 
glacier water has caused the Quinault Lake to set new records to the lowest. Also the  

Volume, Surface Area, Etc.  

 

1 - Surface Area  



 

 

2 - Volume estimation: 0.000299 

 

3 - Calculations  



 

4 - 3x3x4 

Estimate Mass Balance. 

I wasn't able to find a lot of information about my glacier even about history of my glacier. Therefore, I 

decide to observe in Google Earth to see if my Glacier is Shrinking or if its growing. The photos are in the 

historical photos vs. now. The interesting part is that in 1895 the glacier was an average size, but in 2007 
the glacier actually grew. Sadly, the glacier is super small, and has barely and ice/snow on it.  

Rate of Movement 

We couldn't find exact information on the Anderson Glacier, but Studies shown by scientists that 

glaciers are melting fast. We are losing 267 gigatons of ice every YEAR. The Anderson glacier is located in  
the Olympic national park out of so many glaciers only 200 of them still remain.  

 



History of Anderson Glacier 

The first person to discover the Anderson Glacier was Captain Vancouver in the late 1700s, during his 

exploration of the northwest coast. It wasn't further discovered until the Lewis and Clark expeditions 

(1804-1806), and it wasn't mapped for another fifty years. 

Resource: Glaciers of Washington | Glaciers of the American West 

Historical Photos Vs. Now  

 

5 - 1895 

 

https://glaciers.us/glaciers.research.pdx.edu/Glaciers-Washington.html


 

What rock we chose?? 

 

6 - 2021 

 

7 - 2016 



 

8 - 2012 

 

9 - 2006 

It definitely moved a lot in 2021 you can see that they are father apart. Maybe because the snow is 

melting the rocks are sliding farther and farther. In 2016 you can see how they are closer together. Of 
course, the photo isn't great that's why I couldn't go too far or else I'll get really old and bad images.  

Studying the Desmos 

 

I have studied this model. You can see that the in the summer months the ice "melts" and there is more 

water. I will explain more about it later in the next few slides of how glacier water is important. In the 

winter months the glacier gets bigger probably because the water is freezing. I don't know what else I 
really observed there wasn't many things to observe in my opinion.  



Economic Activities & Communities that Rely on It. 

 

Some economic activities that rely on glaciers are: 

Farming- In glaciated areas people use pastoral farming 

Tourism - Tourism is a big thing especially a lot of  

Water management  

Forestry 

Like I said before, I don't know why there isn't much information on our glacier but its located in 

Jefferson county so, I am assuming the county may rely on the glacier and probably has a lot of tourism.  

 



 

 

 

 



How do glaciers affect river flow during the summer dry months in the 

Pacific Northwest? 

 

Glaciers affect the rivers because in the dryer months they provide water into down streams or rivers in 

the summer. Now that they are melting people fear that there might not be enough to fill the river 

basins in the dryer months. Glaciers are an important part of our water cycle. Because they add volume 

and quality water into our rivers. Also, the water from the glaciers is cold, and many aquatic animals and 

insects require cold water to survive. Some insects are too precious to lose... What will happen to them 

as it gets warmer Is the question 

Have you probably seen a glacier? 

During this project, I stopped to think have I ever seen a glacier. The only place I could think of was 

Snoqualmie falls. I got curious so I searched it up... It turns out I have been somewhere where glaciers 

have been for thousands of years. I think I might have probably seen one when I was little, but I am 
really not sure.  

 



 

Just some Glacier Facts.   

5 Monster Glacier Collapse Caught On Camera - YouTube 

What are Glaciers? Glacier Facts for Kids - YouTube 

‘Doomsday Glacier’: Experts Raise Alarms About Cracking Antarctic Ice Shelf - YouTube 

Peer review 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xLFWV0d3-d0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kE_1s6sPjQQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqrovgoEKp0


 


